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PSPXTI: A TI-92 Calculator emulator v1.0.4

Hi All,

I've just released the version 1.0.4 of the PSP TI-92 calculator.

We can now toggle between classical skin and aqua skin inside the emulator !

Some minor bugs have been fixed in the keyboard handler, and it should be more stable now.

This version works with 2.xFW. and 1.5FW.

pspxti-v1.0.4.zip

It's distributed under GNU licence and sources are included.

Enjoy,

Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in TI 92 at 23:28

will ti-92+ 2.0+ roms work
    Anonymous on Mar 22 2006, 02:37

unfortunately not ... 
    zx-81 on Mar 22 2006, 10:49

Thank you for taking the time to do something like this, and know that it is greatly appreciated.
    Clordio on Mar 22 2006, 12:18

How do you switch from one skin to another?
    Anonymous on Mar 23 2006, 04:02

First, enter in the application file selector window (Press Select + L + R in the emulator). Then you can change the Skin using Start +
L keys .

    Zx.
    zx on Mar 23 2006, 11:48

if you go 0.1^0.1 on this, it gives you 1.25893!!  WTF!?!?!?!? it's supposed to be 0.79...!!!

and also, it's default mode is radians so everyone's gotta becareful and change it to degrees. and yes i tried changing to degrees and
it's still screwed up!!
    THERE IS HUGE ERROR!! on Mar 28 2006, 12:17

The bug seems to appear in ln(x) evaluation, when x is less than 1.0. This bug is in the original version of Xtiger, so if you want to
blame someone report your constructive comments to the author of Xtiger.

If you want to help me to fix that bug, sources are available in the zip archive  ... 

Zx
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    Anonymous on Mar 28 2006, 21:06

This bug has been fixed, and a new version is now available .
    zx-81 on Apr  1 2006, 15:35

How do you get the rom file?(what is a rom file?[what is a TI92?{iam really not a computer person}])
    Zuhaerr Mansiv on Apr  8 2006, 03:25

Rom files are the property of Texas instruments so you have to buy a real TI-92 to have the right to use a ROM.

http://icln.sfcc.edu/mugs/Atec%20Workshops/Math%20Resources/TICalc/ROMs/Ti92+.rom

Anyway, i suggest you to use the 1.0.5 version of PSPXTI (previous versions are buggy).

Cheers,          Zx.
    zx-81 on Apr  8 2006, 11:59
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